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Learn the basic strategies you need to
create effective B2B content marketing
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“Content marketing is the marketing and business process for creating
and distributing content to attract, acquire, and engage a clearly defined
and understood target audience—to drive profitable customer action.”

― Joe Pulizzi, Founder of The Content Marketing Institute
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Why

content marketing strategy
Content marketing can influence your audience’s decision-making
process more than anything else. It's a growing trend, too. Research
from The Content Marketing Institute found that in 2020, 24% of
respondents shifted paid dollars to content marketing.
But you need a strategy to make your content effective. So, it’s a huge mistake to
skip planning and go straight to blogging. Sadly, that's what often happens. Here's a
common scenario...

how difficult
can it be to
write my own
content?

ACME Technology Inc. had a great product but no marketing team. The
responsibility for their marketing rested on the shoulders of the Founders. But they
weren't professional marketers. And they assumed that the goal of marketing was to
advertise their product.
Blogging sounded affordable, so they tried that. They figured writing a blog couldn't
be more difficult than writing an email message. So, they wrote about what they
knew best – their product. But it took them a lot longer than they thought it would.
And their blogs attracted few readers.
The Founders tried to get some of the employees to write blogs. But no one had the
marketing know-how, writing skills, or spare time. Before they knew it, months had
gone by, and no blogs had been published. ACME continued to struggle for leads.
Does this sound familiar?
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What

content marketing mistakes
Before you start blogging, there are four decisions to be
made. These include where to reach your target audience,
what information to provide, what types of content to create,
and how each piece serves your overall strategy. Get these
wrong and your content marketing won't work.
AUDIENCE
If your content is not written from your audience’s point of view,
they won’t read it. Buyers only care about what's in it for them.
And there's lots of content competing for their attention.
DISTRIBUTION
Without effective distribution, your content won’t get enough
reach. So, it won't be read, seen, or heard by enough prospects.

What else could
go wrong?

BUYER'S JOURNEY
Buyers have unique questions at each stage in their buying
journey. Without answers to the right questions, a sale is unlikely.
RESULTS
If you don’t have a plan for how each piece of content will get a
specific result, you probably won’t get any results.
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How

developing your strategy
The purpose of a content marketing strategy is to take your business
from its current state to achieving your desired growth. So, the first step
is setting some goals for the growth you are trying to achieve.
Next, you must create a working definition of your most likely customer – a Buyer
Persona. This fictitious description lets you create content from your audience's point of
view.
Then you need content in the formats that support each stage of your buyer's journey.
Finally, you need an execution plan and a way to track results.

BASIC 7-STEP CONTENT MARKETING PROCESS

What do I need
to know?
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1. Clarify your goals.
2. Develop a buyer persona.
3. Align your content with the buyer’s journey.
4. Establish a content calendar.
5. Determine the expected result for each piece of content.
6. Create content and distribute it to your target audience.
7. Track your results and improve.
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Goals

setting your content goals
Your content strategy needs goals to succeed. Content
goals are based on your marketing goals, and those are
based on your business goals. Business goals come first.
Business goals – Short and long-term objectives.
Marketing goals – Measurable marketing activities.
Content goals – Content engagement results.
BUSINESS GOALS
A common start-up goal is to get enough sales to stay in business.
Next, you need some impressive customer wins to have credibility
and success stories to share. Then you can develop your marketing
assets, ramp up customer acquisition and expand your operations.

how will content
increase my sales?

MARKETING GOALS
Marketing goals are activity-focused. They typically include increasing
website traffic and generating leads and sales.
CONTENT GOALS
Content goals are engagement-focused. These metrics include optins, downloads, feedback, social media likes, shares, comments, and
landing page bounce rates.
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Buyers

Why you need a buyer persona
Your buyer persona should be the starting point for all your content.
Only then will you know what information to include. A persona is a
description of your most likely customer. It lets you have the same
conversation with many people who have similar needs and wants.
Since content is essentially a digital substitute for a real, live conversation, it must
be written with your target audience in mind. A written persona gives your writers
a focus. So, they don't have to guess whom they are writing to. This ensures
consistency and accuracy while improving your overall content results.

BASIC BUYER PERSONA

What if nobody
reads my
content?

Job title(s)
Problems, needs, goals (related to your product)
Motivations to buy
Common resistance or objections
Preferred features and benefits
Top-of-mind concerns

Worksheet
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Journey

mapPING your buyer’s journey
The buyer’s journey is the mental process each
prospect goes through on their way to making a
purchase. The three stages are awareness,
consideration, and decision. Buyers need the right
types of content at each stage to get to the sale.
AWARENESS (Unsure of the problem)
Early-stage prospects are trying to identify their problems and
priorities. They’re not even close to buying. The challenge here
is to help them understand their problem and the solution.
RESEARCH (Cautiously considering options)
Mid-stage prospects are aware they have a problem. But they
are cautious. Your challenge is to help them learn everything
they must know before making a purchase.
SELECTION (Looking for the best brand)
Late-stage, prospects are considering their purchase options.
The challenge here is to help them make a buying decision.

how do the
different types of
content work
together?

Worksheet
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Questions

why buyers read content
Each piece of content should answer an existing buyer question. As
long as your prospects have questions, they'll be motivated to find the
answers. The answers will lead them to your product.
NEW PRODUCT QUESTIONS (Awareness)
Why should I care?
What happens if we do nothing?
What are our competitors doing?
Who needs to be involved?
Can we fix this internally?

COMMODITY PRODUCT QUESTIONS (Consideration)

how do I get people
interested in my
products?

What else does it affect?
What do we need to know?
What are the best practices?
What options do we have?
What is our total cost of ownership?

PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION QUESTIONS (Decision)
How is your product different than the rest?
Why is your product better?
Why should I believe what you're saying?
How do we get everyone to agree?
What will the future look like?
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Formats

The 4 MASTER CONTENT types
The buyer’s journey is often seen as a funnel. It takes greater
activity at the top of the funnel so that enough leads eventually
turn into sales. Building authority and trust help a lot.
AUTHORITY CONTENT (establishes trust)
Guest posting (blogs, articles)
Podcast interviews (hosting a show or being a guest)
Industry news, research reports

AWARENESS CONTENT (Easy to consume, drives traffic)
Blogs, press releases, quotes
Infographics, charts
Tools, worksheets, surveys

VALUE CONTENT (Useful customer-centered content)
White papers
eBooks
Webinars
Case studies

CONVERSION COPY (Sales and offer-oriented content)
Company name/domain name (positioning)
Web copy (messaging, features/benefits, team bios)
Landing pages, newsletter
Brochure, sell sheets,

how will I know
what content to
create?

Checklist
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Operations

content marketing management
Documenting your content strategy will put everyone on the same
page. Your editorial calendar (or content calendar) is a management
system for publishing your content. It helps you plan your strategy
while keeping an eye on its' direction and progress.

BASIC EDITORIAL CALENDAR
Your calendar will likely contain information about your audience, buyer's
journey, content formats, search engine keywords, and more. You can
refer to your Persona to get ideas for what topics to add to your
calendar.

how will I manage
the Development of
my content?

Targeted buyer persona
Buyer's journey stage
Content Format
Content topic
Publish date
SEO keywords
Next step/Call-to-action/Offer

Calendar
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Metrics

tracking your results
As mentioned earlier, there are three types of goals that
impact your results - Business goals, Marketing goals, and
Content goals. Calculating a specific content marketing ROI is
tricky. But here are some basic metrics to keep an eye on.
BUSINESS METRICS
The number of new customers acquired.
Total sales generated.
Content assets created.
Marketing systems developed.

MARKETING METRICS
Website traffic
Number of landing page opt-ins
Number of leads/sales
Quality of leads/sales

How will I know if
my content is
working?

CONTENT METRICS
Web page engagement, opt-ins
Email marketing engagement
Social media shares/likes/comments.
Podcast streams
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Action

free content Marketing REVIEW
discover how
to put the
ideas in this
guide into
action

During this 1 Hour Consultation, I'll help you evaluate your
current sales process. You can get a free Recommendation
Report for putting this guide into action and accelerating your
results. It will help you...
Identify missed opportunities
Overcome challenges that can be fixed
Discover ideas that can be expanded

Book Now

REMINDER: Derek Little specializes in writing eBooks like this one. Need
help creating an eBook? Contact Derek for details

If you enjoyed this eBook, you're
going to like my next one too.
Derek Little, Trailblazerwriting.com
Content Writer, Podcaster, Content Marketing Consultant
I worked with Derek on multiple projects; he brings a keen
understanding of content and how it fits the modern B2B
customer journey. Highly recommend. - Pasha Irshad, VP
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This checklist gives you 12 ways to get
more customers to take part in your case
studies.

Download
Or, check out my resources library.
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